
  BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER  

 
 
5/27/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; advised on multiple warrants; 

vehicle towed.  Driver cited for speed on Lancaster 54/35; advised on child restraint and 
booster seat.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; vehicle turned 
over to valid driver.  Driver cited for speed 59/35 on Granger Road.   

 
5/28/21 Motorcycle accident on I-480 E/B ramp; driver cited for reasonable control; transported to 

hospital.  Driver arrested on Granger Road for improper handling of firearm in motor 
vehicle.  Vehicle struck raised median on Brookpark Road; vehicle towed; party transported 
to hospital.   

 
5/29/21 Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Traffic stop on Granger Road; driver had multiple 

warrants with Lake County Sheriff’s Office; passenger suspended; vehicle towed.  Driver 
cited on Schaaf Lane for driving on wrong side of roadway/highway.    

 
5/30/21 Traffic stop on Granger Road; driver had multiple warrants with Bedford Hts. PD.  Driver 

cited for driving under suspension on I-480 W/B; advised on warrants with East Cleveland 
PD.  Assisted Independence PD searching for suspect from hotel that fled on foot.  
Dispatched and removed injured deer on I76 to I-480 E/B.  Parking complaint in park; 
owners advised and vehicles moved.   

 
5/31/21 Driver cited on Schaaf Road for driving under suspension; vehicle turned over to valid 

passenger.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver 
cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited on Spring Road for no driver’s license.  
Report of breaking and entering at business on Schaaf Lane; damage to window and two 
trailers; nothing reported missing.  Report of run-away dog in Tuxedo area; located on 
North Street; returned to owner.  Two drivers cited for speed on I-480 W/B.  Driver cited for 
no driver’s license and seat belt violation; vehicle turned over to valid driver.   

 
6/1/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; vehicle towed.  Driver on 

Granger Road cited for seat belt violation and obstructed plates; turned over to Cleveland 
PD on their warrant; vehicle towed.   

 
6/2/21 Parking complaint on East Schaaf; vehicle moved.   Driver cited on West 8th for stop sign 

violation and failure to reinstate; vehicle towed.   
 
6/3/21 Driver cited on West Schaaf for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver on I-480 

E/B cited for driving under suspension; vehicle towed; transported to CCSO on active 
warrants.  Removed two vehicles in gore on right berm on 176 and I-480 E/B.  Driver cited 
on Schaaf Road for failure to stop for school bus.  Party on station to file statement 
regarding missing/stolen trailer.  Driver cited for public safety approach on ramp 176 to I-
480.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; vehicle towed.  Driver 
cited and arrested for improper handling of firearm in motor vehicle and seat belt violation; 
vehicle towed; driver transported to North Royalton jail for booking.   

 
6/4/21 Driver cited for no operator’s license on E. Schaaf and Granger Road; vehicle turned over 

to valid driver.  Driver cited for speed and marked lanes on I-480 E/B.  Located vehicle at 
Brooklyn Heights turn-around with heavy front end damage; vehicle struck deer; vehicle 
towed.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on E. Schaaf and Granger; vehicle towed.  
Report of suspicious vehicle on Marko Lane; checked okay; First Energy worker changing 
meter boxes.  Officer presence requested at business on Valley Belt regarding employees 
possibly fighting after work; monitored area; checked okay.  Driver cited for speed 60/35 
on Granger Road.  Vehicle crashed into pole on Rockside Road; notified Seven Hills PD.  
Driver cited on I-480 E/B for speed 90/60, reckless operation and fictitious plates.   

 



6/5/21 Driver cited for stop sign violation on Tuxedo and West 5th.  Driver cited and taken into 
custody for OVI, driving under suspension and driving left of center; transported to North 
Royalton jail for booking.  Two-car accident on I-480 E/B; vehicles towed; driver cited for 
assured clear distance ahead.  Loose dog on West 4th; reunited with owner.   

 
6/6/21 Barking dog complaint on West 8th; dog was inside home; no one at residence; dispatch to 

contact homeowner.  Teenager home alone hearing noises outside home on West 5th; 
checked okay.  Vehicle stopped coming from behind business on Tuxedo; cited for driving 
under suspension and child restraint; vehicle turned over to valid driver.  Located four 
juveniles walking in the middle of West 5th (0327 hours); parents contacted; parties walked 
home to residence on West 7th.  Report of vehicles speeding on E. Schaaf; unable to locate.  
Noise complaint on Lancaster; male cutting grass; all quiet on arrival.   

 
6/7/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; vehicle towed.   
 
6/8/21 Report of debris in roadway blocking ramp 176 to I-480 E/B; located vehicle off roadway 

on right berm in Cleveland; Cleveland PD and OSP notified.  Assisted Fire Department 
with odor of natural gas at residence on West 8th; Gas Company notified.  Driver cited for 
speed and driving under suspension on E. Schaaf; vehicle turned over to owner on scene.  
Out at business on Valley Belt for private property accident; supplied forms for report.  
Report of juvenile that seemed confused at Community Center trying to get home; 
transported to Giant Eagle and turned over to mother.  Two-car accident 176 to I-480 E/B; 
driver cited for assured clear distance ahead; Cleveland transported one party to hospital 
with possible injuries.   

 
6/9/21 Report of vehicle off roadway on 176 ramp to I-480 E/B; checked okay; Cleveland PD 

notified.  Report by resident on North Street of his two dogs running loose and he is leaving 
for work.  Two-car accident on I-480 W/B; one vehicle fled the scene.  Report of possible 
four-car accident on I-480 E/B; located in Independence; OSP on scene to take report; 
assisted with traffic control.   

 
6/10/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension on Brookpark Road; vehicle towed.  Driver on E. 

Schaaf cited for speed and no operator’s license; vehicle towed.   
 
6/11/21 Report of juvenile missing in park; party got lost in woods and was located by family on 

Rockside Road.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited for prohibited U-
turn at Brooklyn Heights’ turn around on I-480.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  
Garbage truck struck pole on South and West 6th; wires down; CEI notified.  Driver cited 
on Lancaster for stop sign violation; driving under suspension; seat belt violation; booster 
seat X 2; advised on two warrants; vehicle towed.  Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD with 
traffic control for accident on I77 N/B.  

 
6/12/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for no driver’s license, unsafe vehicle and display of plates; 

vehicle towed.  Driver cited for speed on Schaaf Road.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  
Driver cited and taken into custody for OVI; vehicle towed; transported to Solon jail for 
booking.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf.  Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD at Metropark 
for stolen vehicle and male with warrants.  Driver cited on Tuxedo for stop sign violation 
and reckless operation.   

 
6/13/21 One-car roll-over accident on I-480 W/B; vehicle towed; driver transported to hospital.  

Located two juvenile males in park after hours; released to parents at station.  Advised 
parties in park of park hours.  Driver on Granger Road cited and taken into custody for OVI; 
vehicle towed; OSP on scene to translate and transport to Solon jail.  Driver on Granger 
Road cited for speed 53/35; advised on display of plates.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for 
speed 84/60 and display of plates; advised on warrant with Parma PD.  Driver on Tuxedo 
cited for driving under suspension; advised on display of plates; vehicle towed.   

 
6/14/21 Driver cited for marked lanes on I-480 E/B exit ramp.  Driver cited for OVI on Granger 

Road; transported to station for processing; released on personal bond to sober party.  



Report of male illegally dumping in park; advised to remove tree branches that were 
dumped; complied.  Party cited on I-480 E/B for no driver’s license; vehicle towed.  Driver 
cited on Tuxedo for marked lanes and turn signal violation; vehicle towed.   

 
6/15/21 Party cited on Schaaf Road for speed 60/35, driving under suspension and open container 

in motor vehicle; vehicle towed.  Driver taken into custody on Granger Road for improper 
handling of firearm in motor vehicle; transported to Solon jail.  Driver cited for speed on 
Schaaf Road.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on West 4th; vehicle turned over to 
valid driver.   

 
6/16/21 Fraud report taken at business on Keynote Circle.  Catalytic converter theft reported at 

business on Eastview; no report wanted.  Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under 
suspension, child restraint and plates; vehicle towed.   

 
6/17/21 Disabled vehicle of roadway I-480 W/B; vehicle towed; courtesy ride to station.  Driver cited 

for two stop sign violations at West 5th and West 6th.   
 
6/18/21 Driver cited on Tuxedo and West Schaaf for traffic light violation and turn signal violation.  

Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf.  Three drivers cited for stop sign violations on 
Lancaster and Galway.  Two-car accident on I-480 W/B; one party transported to hospital; 
driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Two-car accident on Schaaf Road; two 
parties transported to hospital; one vehicle towed.   

 
6/19/21 Report of suspicious vehicle on Schaaf Lane; parties advised to leave area.  Report of 

male walking on I-480 W/B; transported to residence.  Driver cited for speed on Granger 
Road.  Driver on Granger Road cited and taken into custody for OVI, open container and 
stop light violation; transported to North Royalton jail; vehicle towed.  Party on station 
reporting son’s bike was stolen from park.  OSP requesting assistance with traffic control 
on I-480 E/B due to accident on bridge.  Independence PD requesting assistance with 
traffic control regarding disabled semi.   

 
6/20/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under suspension; vehicle turned over to licensed 

passenger.  Traffic stop on I-480 E/B; driver had multiple active warrants and was in 
possession of drugs and drug paraphernalia; items confiscated; charges pending.  Erratic 
driver stopped on Granger Road; found to have medical issue; escorted to residence.  
Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD with traffic control for accident on I-77.  Driver cited for 
speed 60/35 on Granger Road.   

 
6/21/21 Two suspicious vehicles on East Schaaf; advised private property.  Provided mutual aid to 

Independence PD regarding foot pursuit for stolen vehicle.  Provided mutual aid to Valley 
View PD regarding foot pursuit for stolen motorcycle.  Driver cited for OVI; used taser when 
driver ran from squad; transported to hospital; driver left hospital before served with 
citation; vehicle towed.  One-car accident I-480 E/B; driver cited for driving under 
suspension; vehicle towed.  Two-car accident I-480 E/B; advised Cleveland PD in their city.  
Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited for speed and seat belt violation on 
East Schaaf.  Business on Valley Belt reporting theft of catalytic converters; filed statement 
form.  Report of mailbox knocked over by truck on Schaaf Road; truck owner to handle.  
Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 54/35; driving under suspension and booster seat; 
advised on warrants; vehicle turned over to valid driver.  Motorcycle driver cited for helmet 
required; motorcycle picked up on scene by truck.   

 
6/22/21 Report of two-car accident I-480 E/B.  Domestic disturbance on E. Schaaf; suspect gone 

on arrival; information taken for report.  Report of illegal dumping on Van Epps; checked 
okay; landscapers hired by landowner.  Assisted Fire Department with child stuck in swing 
at park; freed by Fire Department.  Assisted with vehicle lockout on Valley Belt.  

 
6/23/21 Vehicle owner cited for handicapped parking violation; advised on warrants.  Driver cited 

on Granger Road for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Complaint of loud music on 
Park Drive; homeowner advised and complied.   



 
6/24/21 Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD with a report of a car that crashed into a house on E. 71st 

Street; one juvenile detained and transported to Cuyahoga Heights’ police station.  
Assisted Independence PD with a flipped kayaker behind business on Granger Road.   

 
6/26/21 Three-car accident I-480 E/B; vehicle struck disabled vehicle in middle lane; one party 

transported to hospital; all vehicles towed.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on 
Granger Road.  Two-car accident 176 S/B to I-480 E/B; driver charged with driving under 
suspension and assured clear distance ahead; vehicles towed.  Report of custody dispute 
on West 8th; advised civil matter.  Provided mutual aid to Newburgh Heights regarding three 
suspects who fled on foot and one who tossed gun near West 53rd Street; unable to locate.  
Driver cited on Tuxedo for no driver’s license and obstructed rear plate.   

 
6/27/21 Driver cited on Lancaster for driving under suspension.  Driver cited on Granger Road for 

driving under suspension.  Disabled vehicle blocking roadway 176 S/B to I-480 E/B; 
intoxicated driver hit wall in Cleveland; OSP on scene to handle crash and OVI arrest.  
Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.   

 
6/28/21 Advised juveniles in park of park hours; complied.  Driver cited on Tuxedo for no driver’s 

license; vehicle towed.  One-car accident at 17 exit ramp; vehicle towed; driver transported 
to station to await ride.  Report of wrong-way driver traveling eastbound in westbound lanes 
of I-480 W/B from Tiedeman; unable to locate.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 
55/35.   

 
6/29/21 Driver stopped on Granger Road; located marijuana and large bag of edibles; charges 

pending further investigation.   


